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Growing Together

Gardenuity makes gifting easy.
Celebrating your colleagues, clients,
and growing together, we create
memorable gifts that are good for
you, the planet, and your gift
recipients. We connect people to the
well-being that comes with every
garden inspired experience. 

As we grow, we give back. We
proudly support 1Tree.org,  and
Million Gardens Movement who are
planting trees and getting gardens into
the hands of children coast to coast.

Garden Inspired Gifting.

Growing Together 
With The Best

 

"Sending gifts that embody our culture and
resonate with our customers was our goal,
and the positive feedback has continued since
last year." 
Heather, Bridgehead Collective

“With our personal & professional lives
intersecting as never before, it’s exciting to
find programs that bring conversation,
connections, and well-being to the forefront.
Our global team has connected on a personal
level and the conversations go beyond our
standard meetings.”  
Jennifer, Park Place Technologies
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Gifting
Collections

Seasonal

Seasonal Color with sentimental stories make the
2022 holiday collection special. 

Desktop Collections

Outdoor Giftables

Thoughtful and timeless desktop gardens, the
ideal gift for any occasion.

Accessible, seasonal, and timely - the outdoor
gardens turn any space into a garden space.

Experiences
 

Virtual and in-person experiences growing
social capital in a hybrid world. 
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The 
Mini

Branding options are available upon
request.
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The Mini is a fun way to gift a
little garden.  Smaller than a
coffee cup, The Mini is a
white ceramic planter, with a
drainage hole for easy
watering and a matching
coaster. 

The Mini comes planted with
the option of an Air Fern or a
Bella Palm.

Care cards included.

2.5" X 2.5" X 2.5" 

$35
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The 
Small

Each garden kit can be assembled in 10 minutes or less, has a corresponding
instructional card and video. 

Branding options are available upon request.
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The Small Garden
includes a white or gray
ceramic planter, coaster,
custom soil, fully rooted
plants, and
corresponding nurturing
essentials.

3.75" x 3.75" x 3.75"

"We gave all of our clients
The Small- the feedback
has been tremendous and
they are reminded how
much we appreciate
growing with them."
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The Smalls

SMALL BELLA
2 Bella Palm Plants
+ Small Kit
$45

SMALL REQUEST
2 Prayer Plants
+ Small Kit
$45

SMALL PEP
Peppermint Plant 
+ Small Kit
$45

SMALL DRIP
2 Coffee Plants 
+ Small Kit
$45

SMALL DUO
2 Tropical plants
+ Small Kit
$45

SMALL SPLASH
2 Tropical Splash Plants
+ Small Kit
$45
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SMALL SPA
Succulent Plant
+ Small Kit
$45

SMALL STEP
Cactus Plant
+ Small Kit
$45

"We put a QR code on
the planter and
employees can scan it
everyday for a new
motivational message or
quote."
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The 
Mod

The Mod is our concrete desktop
garden. The 5"x 5" x 4",  planter
brings a modern flair to any
desktop. Each garden comes with
fully rooted plants, customized
soil, plant nutrients, and
corresponding nurturing
essentials.

Each garden is packaged with care,
and branding options available.

MOD SPA
3 Succulents
+ Mod Kit
$58

MOD TROPICAL TRIO
3 Tropical Plants
+ Mod Kit
$58

MOD STEP
3 Cactus Plants
+ Mod Kit
$58

MOD PRETTY IN PINK
3 Tropical Pink Plants
+ Mod Kit
$58
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The Natural

The Natural is our Bamboo Desktop
Classic. Each garden comes with a
sustainably sourced bamboo planter, tray,
fully rooted plants, customized soil,
nutrients, and corresponding nurturing
essentials.
Each garden is packaged with care, and
branding options are available.

The Natural is 5" x 5" x 5"

NATURAL PRETTY N PINK
3 Tropical Plants
+ Natural Kit
$58

NATURAL TROPICAL TRIO
3 Tropical Plants
+ Natural Kit
$58

NATURAL PILEA PLEASE
3 Pilea Plants
+ Natural Kit
$58

NATURAL SPA
3 Succulent Plants
+ Natural Kit
$58

NATURAL MONEY TREE
$68
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The patio gardens are the perfect way to
grow seasonal herbs and veggie
collections with your colleagues &
customers. The experience is interactive,
simple,  will spark a lot of conversation
and mindful moments.

Each garden comes with everything you
need for a healthy seasonal garden. The
kits include: Reusable Grow Bag, Coir,
Custom Compost, Plant Nutrients, and a
Collection of Fully Rooted Plants. Plus,
seasonal access to Grow Pro. 

Outdoor gardens are $78

The 
Outdoor

PERSONALIZED GARDENS 
additional personalization costs  
$8 - $15 each
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Give the gift of time.
Practicing the power of pausing. When we let
nature nurture us, the benefits are
extraordinary.

Reduced Stress, greater sense of purpose,
social connection, growth mindset, life
satisfaction, self-esteem, joy, and a greater
sense of hope are a few of our favorites. All
backed by science and research- from mental
health, physical health, and the health of the
planet. 
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The new Outdoor Garden Collection
is of full creative ways to grow and
connect with your team, colleagues,
and customers.

Each garden includes the grow bag
growing container that is reusable
season after season, custom blended
soil, plant nutrients, a season of Grow
Pro and a collection of fully rooted
plants. 

Each garden is Matched to a fully
rooted plant collection  based on the
time of year you are planting. 

Giftable Gardens-  include a card with
a custom QR code inviting your gift
recipient to request the plants at the
time they are ready to start growing.  

New
Outdoor Gardens for 2022-2023

Each outdoor garden includes a fully rooted plant collection from one of our farm partners.

Collections are based on the "match" what plants match to the garden theme, the season,
time of year, the location, and each other. 

,

 

 

Garden kits are shipped and delivered 52 weeks a year. If the gardens are noted as "giftable"
gardens, a QR code card is included in the kit ,and gift recipients can redeem their plant
collection at any time.
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Holiday
Collections

The Holiday Collection includes
Wax Dipped Amaryllis bulbs,
oversized Alfresco double
blooming amaryllis bulbs,
Paperwhite gardens, and our
unique Distinctive Desktop
Collection. Packaging can be
personalized, and your journey
as a gift giver will be seamless.

Wax Dipped Oversized Amaryllis Bulbs
No soil or watering required + Customized Options Available. 

Corporate logo acrylic tags available on packaging or bulb pins. Pricing upon request.

WHITE WAX DIPPED
AMARYLLIS BULB
with Red Blooms
$28

MARBLED OVERSIZED
WAX DIPPED AMARYLLIS 
with Red Blooms
$28

RED WAX DIPPED
AMARYLLIS BULB
with Red Blooms
$28

RED WAX DIPPED AMARYLLIS BULB
with White Blooms
$26
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Alfresco Double Blooming
Amaryllis Garden 

Double Blooming South African Alfresco
Amaryllis Bulbs are big, bold, and beautiful.

Customization on the planters and acrylic tags
available upon request.

Alfresco Double Blooming Amaryllis Bulb in a
Mod Planter.
$58 

Double Blooming Alfresco Amaryllis Bulbs
are big, bold, and beautiful.

Customization on the planters and acrylic
tags available upon request.

Alfresco Double Blooming Amaryllis Bulb
in the Natural Planter.

$58 
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Holiday Paperwhite
Garden

The Paperwhite garden conveys  unconditional
love and has come to be a holiday favorite. 

Each Paperwhite garden comes with four bulbs in
the bamboo planter, plant nutrients, and
customized soil. 

Customization and virtual experiences available.

Paperwhite Gardens 
in the Natural Planter
$58

Each Paperwhite holiday garden
includes four Paperwhite bulbs, the
Natural bamboo planter (that can
easily turn into a Tropical Desktop
garden after the holidays), Grow Pro
Support, and customized soil.  

Giving the gift of growth and
mindfulness over the holidays.
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Holiday Collections
Distinctive Desktops

Arbequina Olive Tree
+ Orange Ceramic Planter + 

Nutrient Care Kit
$89

Pineapple 
Ornamental Plant
+ Natural Care Kit  
$78

Personalization and customized packaging is
available upon request.

Distinctive Desktop Gardens come with a
fully rooted plant, planter, customized soil,
plant nutrients, and a season of Grow Pro.
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Every item in the Distinctive Desktop
Collection includes a planter, custom soil,

plant care nutrients, and a season of Grow
Pro. 

The Distinctive Desktop Collection always
serves as a conversation starter. 



Every customer has their own personal Grow Pro, a customer experience agent who will be available
throughout your gifting process. From reviewing your options and ordering, through delivery.

1.Select your Gift

We have indoor gifts, seasonal favorites, outdoor giftable gardens, and garden inspired experiences.

2. Customize It

Creative Customization options are available for every gift order.

3. Delivery

We handle everything to make sure your experience as the gift giver is smooth and  as enjoyable as
gifting should be.

Celebrate

At the heart of it, gifting brings people together, gratitude grows, and so does your customer and
colleague connections. 

Acrylic plant:
Tags
Gift tags
Box tags
Etched Logo Planters
Custom Card
Printed Gift Note

Personalized
All The Way
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Experiences
Virtual and In-Person 

GROW ONE-GIFT ONE

In-person events are coming back and
the Grow One-Gift One is a great way
to give back to the community. Each
participant plants a garden together and
gives the gardens to a local organization
and receives a garden at home to
nurture and enjoy.

Custom Pricing based on event specifics.

GROWING TOGETHER 
NEAR AND FAR

Virtual team "Getting a little dirty events"
are an opportunity to bring everyone
together and celebrate growing good things.  
From team meetings to team celebrations-
these events spark a season of
conversation.

CHEERS

Let's gather with a beverage and catch up.
Bring your colleagues and customers together for a true happy hour.
Each event starts with a mixology experience and flows into a
planting program.

THE POWER OF AWE
 
A new Berkeley study reveals that awe can even improve physical
and mental health, possibly even lowering the risk of type 2
diabetes, clinical depression, heart disease, and arthritis. 

Growing the benefits of Awe: Each event covers the micro-steps of
bringing awe and gratitude into your everyday and flows into a
planting program.

TASTE

Enjoying the Harvest
Connecting colleagues and customers with the joy of homegrown
flavors from your own harvest. Each event starts with a cooking
conversation and demonstration and flows into a planting program.
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Smart onboarding helps with retention and is a fresh
way to welcome team members to the organizational
culture, helping to foster new relationships quickly. 

Onboarding programs are customized to fit the culture
of each company. Each onboarding program is designed
to work with employees who are remote, hybrid, or
coming into an office every day and to cultivate
essential relationships for new hires.

ADVANCED ONBOARDING
While a new employee is waiting for the first
official day of work, an outdoor or desktop
garden is sent to them at home. It is customized
to be brand relevant and create conversation
thought starters from day one.

SOCIAL ONBOARDING
New employees can learn a lot about your
company through social media. New employees
are invited to post a picture of themselves with
their new garden, and company employees are
encouraged to respond via social media with
"excited to grow with you" brand specific
messages.

IN-OFFICE ONBOARDING
New employees or current employees who are
just returning to the office are met with a
Desktop garden. This is a great way to show you
are excited to have them back to the office and a
reminder that you are focused on their overall
well-being.

OnBoarding
Growing Together
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Order Requests and
Corporate Quotes
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For a custom quote on pricing, personalization, and timing, email corporatepartner@gardenuity.com,
and a team member will get back to you within 1-2 business days.

Notes

Timeline for personalization is 1-2 weeks

For some personalization, setup fees will be added to
the final cost of the project. Setup fees range from
$25-$100

For bulk shipment pricing, please reach out to
corporatepartner@gardenuity.com

Outsourced items can be included in the package
with many of the gardens. Please reach out to our
corporate sales team to discuss detail and if
additional fees apply.

Custom cards available. Add a message to your gift
recipients with a fully customized card. Your choice
of text, artwork, and logo. For custom card pricing,
reach out to corporatepartner@gardenuity.com
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Gardenuity makes gifting gardens and garden experiences simple, seamless, and
personal. Our mission is to make gardens and gardening experiences accessible to
everyone. We work with extraordinary business partners who recognize that
gifting a growing experience grows personal connections with customers,
colleagues, friends, and family.

Each garden and garden experience can be customized to meet your needs. Our
process was designed by those we are growing with. Those who know how
important sending the right gift and message is for their business.

From outdoor gardens and desktop gardens to garden gatherings, and holiday specials,
the Gardenuity team makes sure that every gift giver enjoys the experience as
much as those who receive the gifts.

Gardening experiences deliver wellness and well-being. They deliver moments and
mindfulness. Your gifts will be remembered long after the gifting occasion is over.

GROWING TOGETHER

Donna, Doug and the entire Gardenuity Team

About Us

Giving Back

Our mission is to make gift giving and giving back easy. We connect people to  the well-being
that comes with every garden inspired experience.  

We proudly support 1Tree.org and Million Gardens Movement who are planting trees and
getting gardens into the hands of children coast to coast.

GARDEN INSPIRED GIFTING.
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